ABSTRACT
Introduction
One of the best tools used to approximate an external process, is a recursive digital filter that adjusts dynamically its parameters and weights to give the best answers with respect to the mean square error criterion [1] . A digital filter is a logic algorithm programmed into computer software or electronic to eliminate the noise of a system, taking specific data, identifying system or predicting a system [1, 2] .
The main problem in conventional filtering operation is that it can't classify and infer its operation levels with respect to a changing reference system; interpreting its external environment changes in order to select its answers with the smallest error and considering different operation levels in dynamical sense, following the natural evolution of the reference system that interacts with the filter. In addition, a conventional filter has not a linguistic description to display its answer conditions in human readable formats, which have problems to develop capacities with high dynamical changing processes [3] .
The systems related to artificial intelligent mechanisms should use fuzzy tools (as fuzzy neural net and evolutive systems) to get its own perception giving the best decision answers, using this to solve complex problems, actualizing and adapting its perceptions and answers in accordance with a reference dynamical system [4] .
The fuzzy intelligent tool as learning techniques in a digital filtering is an option to obtain different decision answer levels to get the optimal answers, having an interaction with an external reference dynamical system, adapting its answers to the possible changes by selecting the best values to get the necessary convergence conditions, which should have the best operation each time [5] .
The main goal of this kind of filter is to have different level answers that describe the reference system operation as natural process, using a rule set. This requires a feedback law in order to follow the basic properties of a desired input signal, adjusting its parameters to give a correct solution dynamically to minimize the error criterion response and updates the filter parameters [6] .
In the fuzzy filter properties, there is a problem trying to describe the stability conditions of a fuzzy system.But using the Kharitonov [7] theory with the Routh-Hurwitz criterion in order to get the polynomials stability, it will be easier and it could be integrated into the fuzzy stage to demonstrate a system correct operation.Previous work has shown into the simulation description of the filter stability [8, 9] .
With this perspective, the paper integrates the FDF (Fuzzy Digital Filter) concept, using statistical methods to characterize theKalman filter internal structure to give answers with respect to the operation levels in a natural way making a specific decision to follow the natural reference model using fuzzy logic type III [10] . The paper shows the stability analysis for the fuzzy filter structure
Fuzzy Intelligence
The fuzzy systems obtain their basic ideas since the first advances of fuzzy logic by Zadeh since 1965, with respect to the fuzzy sets; Fuzzy systems have an important goal the use of approximation reasoning, establishing a relation using the fuzzy mechanism interacting with the external process. According with this a fuzzy system has been applied since fifteen years ago to develop new intelligent technologies that consider a stage that interpret different operational levels [11] .
A fuzzy system has stable operations delimiting all its variables and answers into the knowledge base (KB) by the process conditions; a fuzzy system has a memory of all the answer levels given by the process. The answer level classification is using a set of membership functions; each one has a specific value in accordance with the operation level interpretation at the input. Using fuzzy rules the logic connector if, interprets the input, the fuzzy mechanism deduce the output value and the logic connector then, selects the correct membership function into the KB to updates a process [12] .
The fuzzy system first interprets its environment changes at its input to get a specific operation level of the reference system, having a characterization of the input signal   y k (desired signal) into levels. Then, the fuzzy stage choose the corresponding if-then rule to get the membership function value   a k in order to select the best parameter into the knowledge base, updating the process to a new required condition [13] .
The fuzzy mechanism shown in Figure 1 describes the reasoning of an external real process operation (reference model) having a set of answerslimitedinto levels. Dynamically the fuzzy stage interprets its input data describing the external process into different levels. The fuzzy stage has previously the set of all the possible values that can get from its input. Then having this membership grade to deduce the answer value to be selected, automatically makes a selection of the membership value into the knowledge base (this has all possible answers values that it can give), and with this new parameter value updates the process to a new required condition [14] . The characterization of a fuzzy system into levels could describe different kinds of process states (as low, medium or high) in accordance with the variable (temperature, velocity or pressure). The fuzzy mechanism dynamically gets a corresponding answer to update a process respect to the input changes. Using the fuzzy rules in order to obtain the input level and get the corresponding answer value   y k . This process considers stable conditions because the characterization of a system uses as limit the frequency distribution probabilistically using a set of membership grades (with triangle or Gaussian functions) to obtain the operation levels [15] .
The membership function in a fuzzy system is a value to choose with the minimum error using the actual input level from the reference process to update the process to a new condition. The operation levels are previously into the knowledge base of the fuzzy system as in artificial intelligence using supervised learning [16] . The goal of a this kind of systems is to classify an external reference process into grades and get the best corresponding updating answer dynamically with the best signal approximation and minimizing the errors [17] . The description of the signal into a fuzzy structure is using ranks limited by the reference system in order to characterize the signal levels as: 
Fuzzy Digital Filtering
The fuzzy filter is an intelligent filter that has two stages basically; the conventional adaptive filter structure considering all its conditions, and the fuzzy stage integrated to the filter structure in order to characterize its operation to get a best signal approximation by levels. This stages integration works together minimizing the error criterion difference having a natural signal description in accordance with the reference model changes.
On the other hand, a digital filter structure without this fuzzy stage cannot have a characterization of an external process to have a normal operation without get an answer into levels, making difficult to select the best signal approximation with the minimum error. Having this is difficult to interpret the input signal of the external process and to get the best parameter value in order to update the process with the nearest value to have a better natural signal description [18] .
According with this a fuzzy digital filter is an adaptive filter adding a fuzzy stage that classifies the input signal   y k , into fuzzy grades to select the best filter parameter value   a k from the knowledge base in order to update the filter weights dynamically trough time to get the best signal approximation respect to the operation level. A fuzzy filter classifiessearches and associates information giving the corresponding answer value according to the desired signal from the reference process at its input. This classifies a reference process in order to get a dynamical filter answers. The goal is to give a desired operation condition each time with stable operation because this filter uses as limit answer value the mean square error criterion (1) as adaptive filtering, but the fuzzy stage minimize the error difference and gets the best signal approximation. The membership functions (parameters value set) are limited into the knowledge base [19] .
The criterion   J k to reduce the filter error describes the mean square of the error between the desired signal   y k and the filter output   y k , allows finding the corresponding membership function that is the best signal approximation to minimize the filter criterion [20] . The Fuzzy filter with adaptive properties has an iterative searching methodology using the backpropagation (BP) learning algorithm, which updates its parameters per iteration dynamically by degrees classifying its membership functions into the knowledge base in accordance to the difference between the desired response   y k and the actual filter output   y k described as the error   e k . The Figure 2 shows the fuzzy filter structure:The FDF interacts with an external reference model (real process) changes and the filter will selects the best answer to approximate the signal with minimum error. Then, the fuzzy filter has next stages [21] : The fuzzy filter initially has the classification of the reference process model conditions as operation levels; having the knowledge of all the possible levels. constitute an automatic updating selection to follow the best condition of a process. The control area N T is a set of answers that the filter has with respect to all set of desired signals that the reference system emit; the Control Area (2) is into membership intervals inside the knowledge base; in accordance to a filtering criterion (mean square error). The set of membership function (parameters value) represents all the correct responses into the Knowledge Base (KB), according to an objective law, predefined by this natural reference process, the filter inference chooses the best correct response from the knowledge base to each reference model change [22] .
The desired signal   y k at the filter input is changing its operation conditions continuously, described in levels. The filter interprets the corresponding level interval and selects the best parameter value   a k (membership function) from the knowledge base. Updating the filter operation to give a correct response   y k , the goal of the filtering process as predictor is to follow the desired signal   y k to describe the reference process into operation grades, and then the output filter   y k will be approximately the same signal.
This filtering process determines the best value to update the filter conditions and give a response with the smallest error.
Stability Properties
The fuzzy filtering interacting with a real process has all its answers bounded in order to give a correct parameter selection [23] . But the main problem to solve is the description of the stability analysis for a filter operation with fuzzy properties having a description of its answers into intervals. In 1978 Kharitonov made a theory for robust systems using four polynomials [7] .
In accordance with the four polynomials it is possible to have a fuzzy stability description (into levels or ranks) using the Routh-Hurwitz criteria for lineal systems as fuzzy filters.
If a system has the following form: 
From the polynomial described above in Equation (5), in agreement to fuzzy logic parameters and the Kharitonov theory, we get two polynomials limits:
Separating the pair and odd form of Equation (5) we get the next polynomials:
where n a and n a are the limit intervals of each membership function. The nominal value of each interval , n n a a (that is the maximum value of the membership function) is the parameter n a . Having the characteristic equation description in robust sense as:
Now the composition of the Kharitonov's polynomials describing the fuzzy filter stability is:
If all of the polynomials complain the Ruth-Hurwitz criteria, the filtering process has stability properties.
Simulation
For the simulation of the fuzzy filter, we integrate the Kalman filter structure with the fuzzy stage characterizethe filter operation, showing graphically the fuzzy filter operation. The Kalman filter in this case uses the identification configuration, having a dynamical parameter selection to approximate the desired signal optimally. The simulation run 1000 iterations and used the set of membership functions deduce all the filter changes limited by the Error Criterion (1).The reference model into the simulation is an Auto Regressive Mobile Average (ARMA) model, which interacts with the fuzzy filter in order to get the best answers. This has a description in discrete states space, expressed by the fifth order difference as:
The fifth order corresponds to k = 5, and its output has the next description:
where: x(k -i) is the reference model internal states sequence, a(k -i) the parameters sequence, w(k) the reference model noise, y(k) the desired signal from the reference model to the filter input, and v(k) the output vector noises.
Considering the output recursive form with respect to Equations (11) and (12):
where:
and Equation (13) with upper (U) and lower (L) boundaries.
Respectively, where (that is the maximum value of the membership function allowed) is the parameters vector a . Now considering in Equation (13) the Z-transform, the characteristic equation is:
In robust sense:
An observing in (19) that the polynomials coefficients do not have sign changes using the Ruth-Hurwitz criterion.
The Figure 5 has the state identification process  
x k of the reference model, using the fuzzy filter having a description of the internal process by   x k . This internal estate describes where the reference model information is, with respect with the dynamical changes.
With the fuzzy inference using the membership levels into the set of fuzzy rules the Figure 6 shows the membership classification in order to select the best answer and have a the minimum error convergence.
Finally, in accordance with the fuzzy filter selection process the Figure 7 shows the different operational levels of the filter output described by   y k .The FDF describes a real signal into operational levels minimizing the error difference into the filter mechanism, as we can see the graphics above and into the Figure 8 that describe the filter response functional error in accordance with the desired signal using the error criterion.
The FDF can classify a signal, having an inference that interpret the input (desired signal) and get the best parameter value to approximate to the changes having the minimum error into the convergence.
Conclusions
The fuzzy filter type III having a signal characterization that adapts best to the external changes. In artificial intelligent systems, operations can be graded by the fuzzy stage using inference to interpret the input from an external process, and obtain the best membership value selected dynamically from the knowledge base, updating the filter parameter weights to get the best transition of the system applying into Kalman structure [16] . The Kharitonov's theory helps establish the analysis of the fuzzy filter process considering the maximum and minimum limits of the system to describe the stability of all possible combinations of the polynomials. Then with the Routh-Hurwitz criteria we can obtain the stability of each polynomial.
This work showed a simulation description of the FDF type III operation using the Matlab and the Kalman filter structure to integrate the fuzzy mechanism, considering three levels, having an accurate filtering time response with respect to the reference model.
The filter can be applied to, for example devices that interacts with our brains describing our external and in- ternal processes, communicates with neurons to deduce the best action, as human biological processes and its external environment changes.
